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$ OUservation of the Ef f estive Di-ffraction of Subraillimeter

Rad-iation on the Electronic Waves in n-lnSb
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The Institute of ltad.ioengineering and_ Electronics
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A new mechanism of the acoustooptic interaction d.ue to light scattering on

the waves of free electrons acconpaning tho piezoactive acoustic waves in a

cond.uctive ned.i.a was predicted" rrt 19?2 tal. It was shown that the efficiency of
this type d.iffraction increased with a growth of the electromagnetic wave length
up to the plasna frequency. Firstly, the electronic type of light d.iffraction
was d.iscovered- at a wave lerrgth 10.6lrfnin Cd.s tt]. However, thc efficiency
of the d,iffraction und.er ttrese conditj-ons was quite unsufficient because the

plasma fre<luency was too snall i-n conparison with the frequency of light.

this paper reviews the first ercperinental researches of the efficiency of
d.iffraction of the subnaillineter electromagnetic waves on the eLectronic waves

in the piezosemicond.uctive n-In$b where the large efficiency may be expectea [f].
The backward.-wave oscillator tuned. in the range of the wave tengths from

O r5-1 mrn with the output power about 5 n !J and with the frequency stabifity

* - aO-U was used. as an electronagnetic wave emitter. The standard. elements

of a quasioptic spectronet"" fll provid.ed, the formation of the circular profile
of the cross-section Q = 8 rnn on a surface of the sanple of n-InSb placed into
a cryostat at the temperature of liquid. nitrogen. The d.iffracted. ra<liation so

as reflected. from the surfase of the crystal was d.etected. by the photoresistive
d.etector fabricatecl on the base of the other crystal fn$b. Just after amplifica-
tion and racliod.etection, the signal was registered. on an oscillograph and plotter.

The geometry of the eollinear light and. sound- interaction with the contra-
verse d.irection of the wave propagation was used.. The free electron wave wa.s

formed. in the sanples of n-TnSb under the propagatlon of ar piezoactive, shear,

ultrasonic wave on the <lirection along ta,O] . The samples of n-InSb with the

equilibrium concentration of free electrons about 2.1012 - 1o1V 
"^-J 

at /8oK,
with the electron nobility f^=2'1O5 cnz,/V.sec have sizes 1Oxlox15 mf. The

so'rrnd with frequency about 2O-1O MHz was generated. by the LiNbO, haLf-wave length
resonant transd,ucers. The maximum sound. intensity in samples l{as about 50 V/cn?
with the p/uIse durertion 7= 10 F-sec and repetition frequency fA-5 nz.

fhe value of the d.iffracted. signal was neasured. experiroentally as a function
of temperature. In this case the sound. frequencies correspond.ing to the Bragg
syachronisrn at various tenperature were tuned (from fs = Z? 14 l\Hz at ZBoK to
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fs = 26 MIIz at 14OoE). []ris is erplained. by the dependence of the dielectrlc
constant of crystals at the temperature dependence of concentration of free
electrons in saropLes. The maximum d.iffraction efficiency was observed. at
T = /8oK and accounted. for 607;. Ilnis high diffraction efficiency cannot be

explaineil by a usual photoelerstic interaction because the d.iffraction efficiency
nust be extrenly small ( ?el-OrOOl) at the known value of the acoustooptic

nerit of quality in this naterial MA = 1O-15 "".1 /g [Ul. Ot the same tine
the diffraction efficiency on the el-ectlonic waves ?e according t" f J were

in a good. agreement with the ercperi-nental d.ata obtained..

Thus r aII results show that the observed. efficient d.iffraction of subnil-
Iimeter rad.i-ation relates to the acoustooptic interaction on the waves of free
electrons in n-InSb. The diffraction efficiency is very trigh for the el-ecrto-

nagnetic waves in a given reqion, that is in a good agreement with the tlreory
pred.ictions.
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